The Evolutionary Psychiatry Special Interest Group (EPSIG) is pleased to announce:

The First Symposium on Evolutionary Psychiatry

4 October 2016

At the College HQ in London

This will be a whole day event covering areas including: The Social Brain and Mental Disorder; Why is Evolutionary Theory Important for a Proper Understanding of Mental Disorder?; Can Evolutionary Theory Help us Understand the Nature of ASD and Human Empathy?; Can Evolutionary Science Help Explain Schizophrenia?

We are delighted to welcome our two distinguished guest speakers and pioneers of the field:

• Prof Robin Dunbar, University of Oxford
• Prof Simon Baron-Cohen, University of Cambridge

Other Speakers:

• Riadh Abed
• Paul St John-Smith
• Hannah Sheftel

Please keep this date in your diary. A full program will be sent in due course.